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Abstract

This module develops skills of close-reading setting and historical background. It offers ways to introduce a discussion of environment, colonialism, race, and gender into practices of textual and historical analysis.

Setting is important for understanding a text’s themes, plot, characters, and historical significance. Elements, such as the “time, place, physical details, and circumstances in which a situation occurs” (Glossary), orient the reader within the story, and provide the background for a narrative’s structure. This module will focus on how to closely read settings and landscapes of historical and literary texts. Using the Our Americas Archive Partnership’s 1876 Las Mujeres Españoles Portuguesas y Americanas or, in its English version, Spanish, Portuguese, and American Women, a historical overview of American, Spanish, and Portuguese women, this module will use the tropical landscapes of Central and South America as an example. While Las Mujeres is a non-fiction text, the passages selected for this module can help introduce issues of race and gender into a discussion of setting and landscape, showing how a text’s themes are often reflected through an author’s description of space. Finally, this module can provide ways to call students’ attention to how setting informs our understanding of geography and culture.
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Las Mujeres Españolas Portuguesas y Americanas

En el hogar doméstico, en los campos, en las ciudades, en el trabajo, en los espectáculos, en el taller, en las salas.

Obra escrita por los primeros literatos de España, Portugal y América.

Por los más notables artistas españoles y portugueses.

Tomo Tercero.

Madrid

Figure 1: Title page of 1876 Las Mujeres Españoles Portuguesas y Americanas or Spanish, Portuguese, and American Women
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Part 1: Review Setting and Introduce Close-Reading

Teachers might begin by reviewing the concept of setting to help students closely read details of landscape and environment. Consider working through an example, such as the following passage from Stephen Crane’s 1895 *The Red Badge of Courage*:

The cold passed reluctantly from the earth, and the retiring fogs revealed an army stretched out on the hills, resting. As the landscape changed from brown to green, the army awakened, and began to tremble with eagerness at the noise of rumors. It cast its eyes upon the roads, which were growing from long troughs of liquid mud to proper thoroughfares. A river, amber-tinted in the shadow of its banks, purled at the army’s feet; and at night, when the stream had become a sorrowful blackness, one could see across it the red, eyelike gleam of hostile campfires set in the lower brows of distant hills. (1)

After reading such a passage, teachers can ask their students some of the following questions: What do we know so far about this story? What words stuck out to you? What did you learn about the historical and physical background of this story? When and where does this story take place? What type of language does the author use to describe the place and time? (Ask students to consider, for instance, adjectives, verb tenses, etc.). Students should be able to draw some conclusions from this passage, such as: this novel takes place during a time of war and the current setting is outside at dawn break. However, teachers can push students to go further than this: what is the atmosphere of this landscape? (“tremble with eagerness,” “hostile campfires,” and “sorrowful blackness”) What sounds, smells, or other sensory details does the novel provide? (“cold” and “noise of rumors.”) What details or words reveal the physical landscape? In other words, if you had to draw a picture from what you learn in this passage what would it look like? (“retiring fogs,” “changed from brown to green,” “roads,” “long troughs of liquid mud,” “lower brows of distant hills”). What don’t we know so far? What type of a description in this? This simple exercise can cue students into the basic skill of close-reading a text: listening, searching, and questioning the details provided by the author.

Part 2: Close-Read Setting and the Language of Difference
"Woman of Havana"

Figure 2: Image of a woman from Havana found in *Spanish, Portuguese, and American Women*
Next, teachers can direct their students to a discussion of setting and theme, considering how and why some non-fiction and fiction writers of the 19th century construct concepts of ethnic and cultural difference through a text’s environment and setting. Begin by reading the following selection from Spanish, Portuguese, and American Women, written by Teodoro Guerrero in his chapter “The Woman from the Island of Cuba”. Provide students with a copy of this passage, as well as the following passages mentioned in this module. Read this aloud twice. The first time, read the passage at a regular pace or have a student do so. The second time, read the passage slowly and have students underline and circle important words in the passage - for instance, circle all verbs and underline all adjectives.

The tropical sun, which beats down heavily upon the children of Cuba, heats the imagination, as seen through vivid flashes, genius rays of light. In the place where everything is poetry, everything is love, where the sky is clothed in the most beautiful colors as it bids farewell to the sun in the west, where palm trees conspicuously and gracefully sway in the air amongst the most varied and exuberant vegetation, where trees never lose their leaves, where brightly colored birds sing melodious trills, where the moon’s light contests the brightness of the morning sun, where woman imprints voluptuous languor on her steps, the poet’s muse should strum the mind to pluck harmonious sonnets from the mysterious lyre, the lyre with invisible strings, known as inspiration. In that place, everything sings—youths sing to relieve the fire that burns within their souls; in the villages, the guajiro sings to the sounds of his tiple to delight his beloved; in the fields, the slave sings to silence his chains; the bird sings in the bower; love sings in the heart.

After reading this paragraph aloud, teachers can perform a close-reading on this paragraph, asking students questions similar to those posed after the Stephen Crane passage. Teachers might guide students to the following conclusions: 1) What type of language does this passage represent? How would you characterize the words you underlined or circled? What does this language say about Cuba? The passage’s language romanticizes both Cuba and its inhabitants, casting this space as a foreign, tropical, and escapist landscape. 2) Discuss one major feature of this description and then discuss how and if it influences our understanding of Cuba’s peoples. For instance, the brightness and color of this description haunts the songs of the slave into harmony with the songs of the heart, integrating the dark history of slavery with those of a tropical island getaway. 3) What people are mentioned? Choose either the woman, the poet, the guajiro, or the slave. What adjectives are used to describe this figure and how is this reflected in the environment of Cuba? Cuba becomes a sexualized and exotic landscape through the “voluptuous languor” of Cuban women. The romantic language of the tropical setting blends with this portrayal of Cuban women, and paints them as sensual, animated versions of the landscape. 4) After close-reading Cuba’s landscape, teachers might ask students to finally summarize Cuba in one sentence. By reading this passage, how do you understand Cuba?
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"The Woman from the Island of Cuba"

LA MUJER DE LA ISLA DE CUBA

D. TEODORO GUERRERO.

I

El núcleo de la mujer es el eje de la sociedad. Quizás parezca esta idea algo atrevida, y más que atrevida, absurda, puesto que siendo el clima impenetrable, no es posible fijar sobre ella toda esa variedad de ideas y personas que componen la sociedad social; pero la idea es exacta si se atiende a la importancia que la mujer adquirió desde la edad de los Tiempos Antiguos, en que Eva destruyó la felicidad del Universo, hasta las seducciones presentes en que las Eva de los Tiempos Modernos han destruido y destruyen la felicidad doméstica, utilizando sus encantos para hacer de cada individuo un Adon, más o menos inocente, pero tan débil como el padre de todos los hombres.—¿Quién puede negarles esta importancia?—Por mi parte diré que en la perpegrinación de mi juventud, ellas y sólo ellas embellecían los lugares adonde me llevaba mi vida algo azarosa; acompañaba este de las horas perdidas que lloré con mis reinadas ilusiones, y confieso que al poner la pluma en los cuadernos y papeles que vislumbraba, nunca no escribí informes de mis condiciones biográficas, de sus abusos, de la transparencia del agua, de sus costumbres, etc., me busqué recuerdos de mis veces; sin preguntar nada, para de primera impresión determinar las ventajas de la localidad por las mujeres que entronizaría al piso.

Entonces era joven, independiente, entusiasta, y me acercaba a las mujeres, no sé si con la intención de estudiarla, pero si muy dispuesta a dejarle pracer en sus redes. Aquéllas locaciones me costaron caras! Los Tiempos han cambiado: cuando las casas empezaron a entrar mi cabeza, cuando ya me vi jefe de una familia, todo mi
Next, teachers can introduce this passage into a long-standing discussion of geographic mapping and environmental description. Many texts represent the nations, natives, and regions of Central and South America through strategies of “tropicalization.” To “tropicalize” means to “imbue a particular space, geography, group, or nation with a set of traits, images, and values” (8). Authors that tropicalize from the position of colonizer or imperialist, do so from a place of privilege, and, thus, assert power over that space by locating it within an encompassing set of characteristics. This strategy often connects the environmental factors of regions and places to ethnic characterizations of a place’s inhabitants. Often times, 19th century travelers, especially Anglo-American travelers, described the residents of tropical locales as lazy and volatile due to the heat, tropical setting, and romance of the Southern Hemisphere. This type of characterization constructs ethnic stereotypes by which ethnicity reflects climate and location. Interestingly, the different authors of Spanish, Portuguese, and American Women both encourage and resist tropes of tropicalization. For instance, Guerrero initially contradicts the stereotypes of the tropics, refuting claims that the “excessive heat of the tropics” “weakens the spirit” and causes “indolence” in natives (7). However, he also describes Cuba as space of exotic sexuality, where women come to blend with the beauty of the landscape. For instance:

If, by good fortune, all my readers had set foot upon those far beaches, I would not have to strain myself to praise Cuban women [. . .] What did you expect? That women— who sway like poetic palm trees, who bend their waists like sugar canes caressed by a soft breeze, who bear the sun’s flames within their hearts, the moon’s the brilliant paleness in their faces, and the luster of the stars in their eyes— can be seen without opening the soul to great impressions? (6-7)

Despite his refutation of stereotypes, Guerrero presents Cuban women as sensual figures that blend into the tropical landscape. Teachers might discuss this passage by asking students: What is this passage about? Cuban Women or Cuba? For an in-class exercise, teachers might provide their students with a handout of this paragraph (as well as the previous one) or place this passage on a projector so that students both hear and see the words. Secondly, teachers might ask students: which words apply to Cuban women and which words apply to Cuba’s landscape? Asking questions that rely on reader’s response can allow for teachers to guide students to the intersection of race, gender, and place. For instance, how do we understand Cuba as this author describes it? How do we understand the women of Cuba when they are placed in the context of “soft breeze[s]” and “the sun’s flames”? How is the author “praising” Cuban women? Calling students to consider these characterizations and how they reflect the basic details of a text’s setting, can show the different ways racial and gender dynamics influence our sense of space, landscape, and geography. To a certain extent, this passage performs the opposite function of pathetic fallacy or personification, “a figure of speech where animals, ideas or inorganic objects are given human characteristics” (Glossary). The bodies of Cuba’s women blend with the swaying palm trees, their waists become like sugar, and the sun is reflected in the passion of their hearts. Rather than attribute the landscape with human qualities, Guerrero attributes Cuban women with the qualities of Cuba’s tropical landscape.
Woman of Cuba

Figure 4: Another image of a Cuban woman.
Part 3: Tropical Environment and Landscapes of Race

Teachers can then discuss how descriptions of environment and landscape influence perceptions of race. For instance, hot tropical environments like Guerrero’s Cuba were often described as places of racial difference and race-mixing in 19th century texts. As spaces of colonization, North and South America were often considered places where colonizers, colonized, immigrants, and imported/enslaved laborers sexually and cultural intermixed. British and Spanish colonizers responded differently to the intermingling of racial groups. Although tensions and hierarchies existed in Spanish-America, miscegenation became an important way to acculturate and assimilate natives into the new colonial order. (In British-America, miscegenation certainly occurred; but, British colonists adhered to concepts of race purity more stringently than their Spanish-American neighbors [Rosenthal 6]).
Woman of Puerto Rico

Figure 5: Image of a woman from Puerto Rico.
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Spanish, Portuguese, and American Women highlights Spain’s colonization of the Western Hemisphere and its history of race-mixing. For instance, Guerrero describes both Cuban and Puerto Rican women in terms of Creoles and natives, the first of which he defines as “a child born in America of European parents” (7). He writes, “These women are Cuban—Creoles in the true sense of the word” (7), and “In the villages of Ponce, Mayaguez, Aguadilla, and Arecibo, one will find the Puerto Rican woman— a pure-blooded Creole” (25). Guerrero explains the Creole through the history of Spanish colonization, and berates Spain’s attempt to define these women as other than Spanish. For Guerrero, the divisions created by colonialism are an irrelevant set of racial distinctions. In regard to the natives of Puerto Rico, he emphasizes assimilation or “absorption,” as he calls it. Unable to find the "copper complexion" of the "beautiful Indian" among the women of Puerto Rico, he explains their disappearance through assimilation and, in so doing, calls us to question where and if natives fit into the racial landscape of Central and South America that he depicts. As he writes, "Native Indian women have disappeared through absorption. The mixture of races is the cause of this change; just as a single grain of indigo loses its color as it is dissolved in water, the Indian woman, in the confusion with the white colonists, and later, the union of their natural descendants with African women, erased the racial print, taking with it savage customs, which would have been pushed aside naturally by the growth of civilization. As a result, much of Europe can be seen here today [...] (6). His comments call for us to understand the colonial history of miscegenation and race-mixture, and how these concepts are reflected in the setting of fictional novels and the landscapes of non-fictional documents.

Part 4: Visualizing the Tropical
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landscape and its women, begin with images of Cuban women, such as those featured throughout this module.

How does this image reflect Guerrero's description of Cuba and its women? What features of the setting and landscape are provided in the picture? What do these features tell us about Cuba and Cuban women? What characteristics of race and culture are expressed here? What type of clothing and colors are these women wearing? Not all of these pictures are set within Cuba's physical landscape, so what differences do you see in the different Cuban women and Cuban settings as they are depicted in these images? Next, teachers can move on to some of the other images in *Spanish, Portuguese, and American Women*. Compare and contrast how women of different nations are portrayed. For instance, see the two images above.

Calling on students to explore setting alongside themes of race and gender can help develop skills of literary and historical analysis, and urge students to look for these themes outside the basic plot and character formations. Considering how tropical landscapes are gendered and racialized can reveal how different authors map the hemisphere through tools of setting, climate, and environment.

**Study Questions:**

1. What details of setting should you look for when reading a historical text or book?
2. What features of Cuba's landscape does Guerrero highlight?
3. Pick out 5 key phrases (2-3 words) that Guerrero uses to describe Cuba's landscape, then provide a one sentence analysis of the type of language he uses.
4. How do race and gender emerge as a reflection of the Cuba's landscape? How would you characterize this relationship?
5. Group Activity: Take one chapter/location from *Spanish, Portuguese, and American Women* (Cuba, Puerto Rico, the Philippines, Ecuador, etc.), and analyze the first five pages. Use the following questions to get started: What language does the author use to describe this place and its inhabitants? Does his language reflect his assessment of the people themselves? What conclusions does this author draw? In your opinion, what is important to him?
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